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EX ALDERMAN NEWSLETTER 315 AND CHESTERFIELD 260 

         
 

February 4, 2018 

 

SOME CANIDATES SHOWED NO PAST INTEREST IN CITY 

GOVERNMENT: We did our annual check of voting records of people running for the 

Town and Country Board of Aldermen and the Chesterfield City Council. The results as 

usual were interesting.  While most of the candidates have a record of voting regularly 

or at least more than in 50% of the April municipal, school board, fire district, 

Community College Board  elections, some have a record of virturally no interest in 

these elections.  

 
 

Town and Country Ward Two: 

 

Lindsey Butler 60%:  In the last 10 years she has voted in 6 April elections.  Keep in 

mind in some of those years there were no contests on the municipal level.  

 

Will McKnight  78% In the last 18 years Will has voted 15 times in April.  

 

Ward 3: 

 

Gussie Crawford 78%:  The three term incumbent  has voted 14 times out of 18 in 

April elections.  The next canidate is why we check these records. 

 

Matthew Reuter: 6%.  Reuter who suddenly claims he is interested in local government 

and city govermnet has voted exactly ONE TIME in the last 17 years.  In case you don’t 

believe me here is a copy of his voting record from the Board of Elections. 
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CHESTERFIELD: 

 

WARD 1:  

 

Barry Flachsbart:  100%  Flachsbart was one of the founders of Chesterfield when the 

city was incorporated back in 1988. 

 

Michael Hollingsworth 32%:   Hollingsworth filed early against Flachsbart but 

withdrew.  He had voted 6 times out of 18 in April elections. 

 

Ward 2 

 

Jami Dolby 100%  Dolby is 2 for 2 in Muni elections since moving to Chesterfield late in 

2015. 

 

Mary Ann Mastorakos 100%.  The person who refused to sell her property on 

Schoettler Road to developers for an apartment complex has voted in every election 

from 1999 to today, a perfect 19 for 19.    

 

Ward 3 

 

Randy Logan  68%  13 out of 19 April elections incumbent Logan went to the polls.  

 

Michael Moore 16%  3 out of 19 times Moore managed to find his way to Municipal 

election polling place :   

 

Ward 4 
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William Lawson 21%  Just 4 times in the last 19 years did Lawson, a lawyer who 

doesn’t know the Missouri Sunshine Law and has accused city officials of illegally giving 

out public recods when they were in fact following the law, managed to find a polling 

place in April. He has shown over the years he really doesn’t care about Municipal 

Government.  We have heard that State Rep. Bruce DeGroot got the loud mouth to file 

to run against Tom DeCampi.  DeGroot worked for the reelection of Connie Fults in 

2016 who DeCampi defeated by a large margin. Below is his voting record and not only 

does he rarely vote in municipal elections, in the last 19 years he has NEVER voted in a 

primary election. Lawson shouldn’t be expecting the “good citizenship award” anytime 

soon.   

 

 
 

Tom DeCampi 89%  Since 1999 incumbant DeCampi has voted in 17 of 19 Municipal 

elections. 

 

ONE QUESTION RECEIVES TWO DIFFERENT ANSWERS:  They are just 

starting to build a new police headquarters in Creve Coeur.   A new 25,404 square foot 

police headquarters is costing less than the Town and Country Town Square.  It is 

estimated that the building will cost $7.4-million.  The Town Square costs are already 

exceeding that number. 
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Back in the 1960s,70s and even in the 80s,  Town and Country and Frontenac Police 

were dispatched from Creve Coeur.  During part of that time even Des Peres police cars 

were dispatched from the Creve Coeur police station between 11pm and 7am.  The 

reason I’m familiar with this is I was a police dispatcher there for two years before 

entering the Police Academy.  

 

The West Central Dispatch Center is an independent 9-1-1 Police dispatch operation 

paid by Town and Country, Frontenac and Creve Coeur Police.  By consolidating three 

dispatch operations into one all the departments were able to save some money. 

 

The center operates out of the Town and Country Police Department. Things are a little 

tight and with Creve Coeur building a 25,000 sq foot police station I wondered if the 

West Central Dispatch Center might have more room there.  I sent out two emails 

asking that queastion.  One went to Town and Country Police Chief Gary Hoelzer and 

Robert Heimberger the director of West Central Dispatch.  Clearly West Central 

Dispatch is independent as I got two different answers, which I appreciated very much. 

Here are the answers. 

 

From: Hoelzer, Gary A. [mailto:HoelzerGA@town-and-country.org]  

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 2:25 PM 

To: John Hoffmann 

Subject: RE: question 

 

Hi John, 

The primary reason to move our two officers to an office at Longview is to put officers in the midst of 

the community activities that occur at Longview. We do foot patrols in our parks now and this seemed 

to make sense to actually place an office in the House.  

 

Regarding the Creve Coeur construction, there are no plans to move the 

dispatch center out of our Municipal Center.  
 

Gary 

 

Gary A. Hoelzer 

Chief of Police 

Town and Country Police Department 

 

 

 From: R Heimberger [mailto:rheimberger@wcdc911.org]  

Sent: Monday, January 22, 2018 10:57 AM 
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To: 'John Hoffmann' 

Subject: RE: question 

 

Good morning John, 

 

There have been no official discussions by the WCDC Board of Directors, however, the operations 

committee has discussed potential benefits of moving the center.  As you mentioned, a larger space 

and updated facility are attractive incentives. The idea is to explore the feasibility of moving the 

WCDC into a repurposed space inside the current Creve Coeur facility.   Much is left to examine before 

making a decision though. If a move were to happen, I wouldn’t expect it for 2 years.  

 

Hope this helps, 

Bob  

 

DRUNK DRIVER FROM OLIVETTE CLAIMING SHE WAS WEAVING ON 

I-64 BECAUSE SHE WAS LOOKING AT HER GPS.  Cpl. Chris Moore on 

Sepember 7, 2014 at 1:23 AM observed a gold Honda CRV weaving from lane to lane 

on I-64 eastbound after Highway 141.  The driver of the Honda then sped up to 79 MPH 

in a 60 MPH zone. Cpl. Moore stopped the Honda at Mason.  

 

The driver was Delia Elizabeth Keister, 46, of Olivette, Missouri.  

 

   Delia Keister 
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She stated that she was weaving because she was checking her GPS.  This is an odd 

statement.  Keister has owned and lived on Fairlight Ct. near Olive Blvd. and I-170 since 

2006.  I can’t imagine why she would be checking a GPS on her way home. The most 

direct route is I-64-to NB I-170 to Olive and she would be home.  

 

Moore found the usual signs of intxocation, booze on the breath, bloodshot eyes, 

confused speech, unsure balance.  She failed other field tests, except the reciting the 

alphabet test.  She claimed she could not take the test because English was her second 

language.  Cpl. Moore never put in his report what her first language was.  

 

At the police station she refused to take a breath test. But she did consent to be 

interviewed.  She stated that she thought she was in Creve Coeur or Chesterfield.  

Despite the date being September 7th she said the date was September 20.  

 

OUTCOME:  On June 29, 2017 Keister pled guilty to DWI and Speeding.  This was a 

shocking sentence.  Judge Robert Heggie (who we still think should be disbarred for 

hiding public documents, city contracts and leases, at his law office so the public would 

not have access to to them when he was City Attorney of Chesterfield) sentenced 

Keister to 30 Days jail.  He then placed her on a 2-year SES probation term, but the 

DWI is on her record.  He also fined her $725 for speeding.  

  

COMING SOON NEW TOWN AND COUNTRY BUSINESS:   It was first the 

Town and Country Schnuck’s supermarket.  This is back in the day when there was a 

Tippins restaurant right in front of it.  People would go for dinner but really were there for 

deseert.  When Schnuck’s built a new supermarket across the street the building was 

used most recenlty as the mortage division of a bank.  Soon it will be no more at the 

intersection of Clayton Road and Woods Mill Road.     

 

 
 

Part of the building will be torn down and replaced by this: 
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Yes it will be a St. Louis Bread Co. with a drive-thru on the northeast corner of the 

intersection to compete with a Six-Bucks…err. ..I mean Starbucks on the southwest 

corner and a Kaldis inside the Schnuck’s store on the southeast corner.  

 

 

REAL ESTATE:  They claim it is only an addition, but to me it looks like almost a new 

house. 

 

The hous at 19 Chapel Hill estate off of Clayton Road across from the Principia is 

before the Architectural Review Board for an addition.  Is this an addition or almost a 

new house?  You be the judge. 

 

Existing House: 
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Proposed Addition: 

Front 

   
Rear 

 

 

Below  12325 Crystal View Lane (currently an empty lot off of Ballas Road) 
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Below Proposed 13755 Stonemount Ct. off of Mason Road 

 

 
 

 

3-TIME DWI DEFENDANT GETS SPECIAL PROGRAM WITH NO POINTS AND NO 

FINE:  A third DWI in Missouri is a felony, that is if you can get a judge to actually 

convict you.  In September of 2017 we reported how Lauren Kruczyk, 31, of Winchester,   

on April 22, 2016 was arrested for DWI in Town and Country on I-64 at Highway 141.  

She pled guilty on February 16, 2017. 
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Then 33 days later she is arrested again by Town and Country Police for DWI, her third 

DWI in 11 years. She was on I-270 weaving out of her lane.  Her BAC level was .271%.  

 

Early in 2017 she was cited for speeding 104 MPH in a 60 by the Frontenac Police. 

The 104 MPH case was moved to the County Associate Circuit Court where Judge 

Mary Ott placed Kruczyk on a No-Points, No-Fine probation, despite for speeding near 

the sound barrier and having two prior DWIs. 

 

After her guilty plea followed by the third DWI arrest I wrote a letter to Judge Ott 

advising her that Kruczyk was in violation of the probation sentence she handed down 

in February of 2017. The letter had no effect and the probation was not revoked. 

 

 Kruczyk at .271% 

 

Before we get to her latest sentence for the .271% DWI case, here is her record: 

 

11/14/04     Speeding   Boone County                                        MO Highway Patrol 

04/02/06     DWI                                                                          Ellisville PD 

04/22/16     DWI                                                                         Town and Country PD        

06/05/16     Speeding 104 MPH in a 60 zone                             Frontenac PD 

                   Received no record SIS probation   

08/18/16     Speeding Reduced to Illegal Parking                      Ladue PD    

09/30/16     Criminal Offense reduced to Littering                     Fenton PD 

02/04/17     2-Counts of Peace Disturbance and Trespass      St. Louis CO PD Winchester 

02/23/17     Stealing                                                                  Frontenac PD 

03/28/17     Felony DWI    (.271 BAC)                                      Town and Country PD 

 

On the March 2017 .271% BAC DWI Kruczyk pled guilty on December 20, 2017 before 

Judge Michael Burton and was placed in a special program for repeat drunk drivers.  

Kruczyk left court with no-fine, no-jai and no new points on her license. Part of her bail 

bond went directly to her private defense attorney and she kept the rest.  
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It seems to me “special programs” should be offered to first or second time drunk 

drivers, not felony third or more times drunk drivers. 

 

 BOPP ROAD RESIDENT (DES PERES)  BUSTED FOR PRODUCING KIDDIE PORN: 

Here is video still from KMOV coverage on January 31, 2018 when the house at 1115 

Bopp Road in Des Peres, just north of Manchester was raided by the FBI, County Police 

and Des Peres PSD. 
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William Timothy Hopmeier, 47, of 1115 Bopp was arrested during the raid on 01/31/18.  

There was evidence of a 16-year-old girl and another girl on the property.  There was 

also evidence of video of one 16-year-old girls having sex, plus video of girls having sex 

at the house since July of 2017.  By February 1 there was a Federal indictment charging 

Hopmeier with Production of Child Pornography. He is being held at the County Jail (a 

Federal Holding facility) with a $250,000 bond.. 

 

Here are the photos I took on February 1 as the Des Peres Police along with a 

locksmith were back at the house. 

 

 
 

 
 

Des Peres Police reported that have had calls of loud parties and suspicious people at 

the house from neighbors, this case involved a tip about the sex videos being shot at 

the house on January 31.  

 

DEER UPDATE;NEW RECORD SET :  Town and Country Police Chief estimated that 

the Deer Culling by White Buffalo would be over by Wednesday February 7.      
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Here are the stats of Town and Country deer killed by Ward from January 2 through 

Tuesday January 31 at 4pm: 

 

Ward 1: 39 

Ward 2: 166 

Ward 3: 41 

Ward 4: 68 

 

Total: 314 

 

53% of all deer kill have been in Ward 2. The 314 deer killed breaks the prior record 

high mark of 288 deer harvested in 2012. 

 

 

UNAPPROVED CHESTERFIELD NEWSLETTER 260 

       
 

February 4, 2018 

 

PETER, PETER PUMPKIN STEALER PART III:  Peter Wolff the con man from 

Olivette who will cheat businesses and people at a moment’s glance with circuit court 

judgments of $500,000 dating back to the 1980s with most never being satisfied, set the 

bar pretty high when he cheated an Illinois farmer out of $79,000 for pumpkins. He 

wrote a bad check for $27,000 worth of pumpkins and before it bounced another 

$52,000 worth of pumpkins were delivered.  There was no attempt to pay for these 

pumpkins even with bad checks.   

 

Wolff set up a pumpkin patch on Olive Street Road at Chesterfield Airport Road.  We 

have heard from several sources that Wolff didn’t pay rent, didn’t pay the rent for the kid 

bouncy inflatables and had them taken away before Halloween. Wolff according to 

x-apple-data-detectors://1/
x-apple-data-detectors://2/
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people from the Rombach Farms had been a beer vender at the annual Rombach 

pumpkin patch south of Wolff’s 2017 pumpkin location.  

 

Here is another scam we just learned about involving Wolff.  In 2016 he sold three hay 

wagons to the Rombachs to use for hay rides replacing some older ones.  In 2017 Wolff 

sold the same wagons to a woman. The only problem was they were owned by the 

Rombachs.  We learned that Chip Rombach saw the wagons being loaded onto trucks 

and stopped the theft, with the woman eventually getting her money back from Wolff.  

We learned that Wolff attempted to steal $10,000 in the fraudulent wagon sale.  

 

   
 

We hear the porta-potties were not paid for and other rented items used at the pumpkin 

patch.  Also Wolff did not remove unsold pumpkins leaving the property owner to 

remove rotting pumpkins left by a guy who had stiffed him on the rent.  We were able to 

confirm the wagon scam from two different people, but the woman victim did not want to 

talk further about Wolff at this time. 

 

GIVE ME MY MONEY OR I’M TAKING MY RIDES:   We conducted an extensive 

interview with Gary Bachowski, who rents out amusement rides.  Bachowski had rented 

some rides to Wolffe. He explained that originally Wolff came up with a plan where he 

would split the ticket sales for the rides instead of a straight rental deal.  Kids would be 

given numbered arm bands to show the number of rides paid for. 

 

However he said Wolff broke the deal and he wasn’t getting paid.  Backowski said in 

fact he knows of almost no one dealing with Wolff on the Pumpkin Patch who got paid.  

 

Bachowski said it got to the point that he had to go to the Pumpkin patch at noon and 5 

pm when he knew there would be money in the cash registers and demand to be paid in 

cash or he would immediately remove the rides.  He said ony in this method did he get 

paid.  
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“He had this plan to screw every vender there,” said Bachowski of Wolff. 

 

“He was trying to issue checks he hadn’t signed..  He had Betty Miller sign the checks.”   

(Miller who ran the funnel cake stand at the pumpkin patches at the Rombach farms 

was a partner with Wolff in 2017 and in ther prio schemes.)  “He had a different LLC 

every year.  He made Betty the head of the LLC for the pumpkin patch,” said 

Backowski. 

 

  
 

Nowhere in the LLC for the compnay started and run by Pater A. Wolff is his name.  The 

corporate office of Chesterfield Valley Pumpkin Patch is Betty Miller’s trailer in Fenton at 

332 Nutmeg Lane.   But it is not the only corporation Miller is the head of.  She is also 

the top dog at Chesterfield Hay Rides, LLC.  That corporation was disolved by the State 

when Miller and Wolffe failed to renew its license.  
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Betty Miller, who some people we have interviewed said would have trouble making 

change is the head of yet another LLC.  This one is Chesterfield Produce. 

 

 
 

I don’t know how they have the space for all the companies and coporations operating 

out of 332 Nutmeg.  Here is one in the name of Peter A. Wolff, Chesterfield Catering. 
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Here is the final say from Gary Backowski: 

 

“He (Wolff) is a big talker, but he is out to cheat you.  If I can stop anybody else from 

getting cheated I will. I know he sold those pumpkins he was suppose to have paid for 

and never did ($79,000 owed to Illinois famrer Larry McGinnis) for three times that 

much.”  

 

 

RIVER VALLEY DRIVE NOW HAS PERMANNET CLOSURE AT CITY OF 

MARYLAND HEIGHTS BORDER.  Perhaps it is a lesson learned for The City of 

Maryland Heights; Don’t Rezone for industrial, retail and residential in an area served by 

a City of Chesterfield Municipal Street.  Chesterfield finished up on it’s promise and 

completed consruction to close River Valley Road at the Maryland Heights border,.  
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These are the gates for emergency vehicle access. 

 

A problem  The resident of this house was a big proponent of closing the road so this 

isn’t an issue. I was told the street prior to the closure had been mark “No Parking” but 

with the wide turn around it seems too bad visitors could not park in front of his house.    
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The nice neighbor who gave up some easement property has a problem.  If they have a 

party or any other function that would see a number of cars driven to the house the 

huge cul-de-sac dead-end has these up everywhere: 

 
 

CHESTERFIELD F&A COMMITTEE VOTES TO FILE PAPER WORK 

WITH ST. LOUIS COUNTY BOUNDARY COMMISSION TO MERGE 

WITH CLARKSON VALLEY.  At the January 29 meeting of the Chesterfield 

Finance and Administration meeting the committee voted 4-0 to send to the full City 

Council several different boundary proposals.  
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Chesterfield                                                                                                            Clarkson Valley 

 

Chesterfield is 31.5 square miles. Clarkson Valley is 2.7 square miles. 

 

Chesterfield has a population of 47,777 and Clarkson Valley is 2,648. 

 

Per Capita incrome:  Chesterfield $55,922  Clarkson Valley $89,431 

 

Est. House or Condo value: Chesterfield $373,222  Clarkson Valley $637,274 (no condos) 

 

Chesterfield City Administrator Mike Geisel said Clarkson Valley Mayor Scott Douglas 

has “encouraged us to submit something for a meger.”  If the boundary commission 

would accept the proposed merger it would still have to be passed by residnets of each 

city. 

 

The problem with this proposal is that Clarkson Valley has no retail and does not 

generate any sales tax money for the tax pool.  If a merger would go through 

Chesterfield would get something from the tax pool, but it would not likely meet the 

costs of providing police and other city services to the residents. Chesterfield just 

started providing police service to Clarkson Valley under a contract in July. 

On the plus side Chesterfield median home price and per capita earning number would 

rise and the city’s population would break the 50,000 mark. 

 

The reason for Mayor Douglas not objecting is that if running the City of Clarkson Valley 

(that has been around since 1950, first as a Village and then as a 4th Class City) got to 

be too expensive he and many residents would rather be part of Chesterfield than 
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Ballwin or Ellisville if they decided to go out of business.  However, I don’t know about 

Wildwood. Streets on the west side of Clarkson Valley go in and out of Wildwood now.  

 

WESTLAND ACRES  Justin Wyse, Chesterfield city planner proposed taking over a 

section of undeveloped Wildwood known as Westland.  Half the area is in Wildwood 

and half is in Chesterfield. Wyse said developers have complained that dealing with two 

Municipal government would be impossible.  He added that he believed Wildwood 

would fight Chesterfield trying to take part of its city and Chesterfild would fight if 

Wildwood tried the same thing.  

 

So the obvious question is WHY BOTHER?  

 

HIGHWAY 141:  When the Missouri Department of Transportation straightened 

Highway 141 and made it limited access after St. Lukes Hospital and Conway Road, 

they moved it so when you enter Chesterfield going north after Conway Road you 

reenter Town and Country before Ladue Road and stay in T&C for over 1000 feet.  As if 

continues north part of the shoulder is in Creve Coeur.  

 

MoDOT had a boundry adjust proposal back in 2012 but it failed to happen for legal 

reasons in Jefferson City.   At this time all three cities’ staffs approved the adjustment.  

 

Now the adjustment proposed by Chesterfield would  move the Town and Country 

border to the east and the Chesterfield border to the west.  There are so many maps on 

this that I can’t get them all posted here.  Here is a link.  Scroll down and you will see a 

number of Hwy 141 border adjustments. 

 

https://www.chesterfield.mo.us/webcontent/Agendas/PlanAgendaDocs/2018-1-

29%20FA%20II-D.pdf 

 

 Our take:  Leave the borders alone and keep the road marked so motorist know where 

they are in the event they need the police or EMS responses.  It sould like a good idea 

at first, but if you switch borders around everytime MoDot makes a road change, you 

will be wasting staff’s time and city money.  

 

The F&A committee also voted to do away with a couple of commissions.  The matters 

will be discussed in detail in next week’s newsletter. It will be before the council at their 

second Febraury meeting.  

 

https://www.chesterfield.mo.us/webcontent/Agendas/PlanAgendaDocs/2018-1-29%20FA%20II-D.pdf
https://www.chesterfield.mo.us/webcontent/Agendas/PlanAgendaDocs/2018-1-29%20FA%20II-D.pdf
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CHESTERFIELD POLICE BEGIN ONE-YEAR FREE TRY OUT OF BODY 

CAMS: The department should be outfitted with 85 Body Cameras with m ost officers 

wearing them within two weeks. The camera are part of a one-year free trial offer from 

the manufacturer.  With the current finicial issues facing Chesterfield it will be interesting 

if they will be ready to buy 85 body camera after the year long free trial.  

 

STABBING SUSPECT OF UBER DRIVER, A PARKWAY CENTRAL STUDENT 

LIVING IN A RENTAL PROPERTY OWNED BY A TOWN AND COUNTRY MAN.  

Brenden Tucker,18,  of 1517 Bookbinder located in unincorporated St. Louis County 

across the street from the Chestefield border is a student at Parkway Central HS.  He is 

living in a rental house owned by a Town and Country Resident.  

 

After cutting the Uber driver’s throat on Sunday Tucker then car jack the vehicle and 

was involved in a police pursuit. 

 

 Tucker 

 

The 47-year-old victim was flown to St. Louis University Hospital for treatmentss of knife 

wounds.  

 

Tucker has been charged with the following: 

 

1   Assault 1st Degree 

2   Armed Criminal Action 

3   Robbery 1st Degree 

4   Armed Criminal Action 

5    Assault 4th Degree 
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Tucker has a prior Possessioin of Controlled Substance arrest from 09/29/17 with no 

charges yet filed and a Stealing arrest in 2016.  

 

 This is the house Tucker lives in on Bookbinder Drive.  

  
 

The house is owned by West County Property Group, LLC with an address of 13300 

Thornhill Dr   13300 Thornhill is a massive house owned by Abid Nasir. The taxes have 

not been paid on 1517 Bookbinder for two years and now total $7,516. 

 

     
13300 Thornhill the home of West County Properties and Dr. Abid Nasir. The $33,165 

tax bill on his Town and Country home, that I refer to as “The Thornhill Marriott” was 

paid on time.   

 

Other property owned by West County Properties, LLC include 

 

1111 Dauphine  Machester  $2,213 owed in back taxes 

1308 Havenhurst  Unicorporated County near Ballwin  taxes paid 

 

Nasir was convicted in Federal Court for illegally bringing in cheaper unapproved cancer 

drugs from the Middle East and then billing medicare full price for the drugs. He was 

given probation but had to pay $1,000,000 in restitution. 

 

POLICE BLOTTER:    
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Upon reading this week’s Police Blotter, there was one case I felt needed some 

follow up on.  

 

 

Here is some additional information from the Chesterfield PD. 

Queen-Khadijah Bulgin, age 22, resides Hazelwood,  was arrested on 1/29/18 at 

100 THF Blvd for Stealing, Resisting Arrest and Endangering the Welfare of a 

Child.  Summons issued muni court. 
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  Queen Khadijah Bulgin 

Bulgin has a felony theft pending in Chesterfield.  She was arrested in November of 

2016 and formally charged with Felony Receiving Stolen Property. She is next due in 

the Circuit court on this case on 02/21/18. 

 

She is also on probation in State Court from a stealing arrest at the Ballwin Target 

Store.  The 2-year probation term has a probation violation hearing scheduled for 

02/15/18. 

 

With this case set in city court, I would bet that Chesterfield Prosecutor Tim Engelmwyer 

(who refused to actually prosecute anyone who hires a lawyer) will completely ignore 

this two other arrests involving Bulgin and reduce this case to “Littering.” 

 

TRIVIA KING ANNOUNCES SECOND CHESTERFIELD TRIVIA NIGHT: 

Tom Byrnes, the retired school superindentent who lives in Chesterfield has a busy 

occupation in retirement.  He runs a company that puts on trivia contests at restaurants 

and bars.  He has employees who go to locations all over the metro area and put on 

trivia contests.  Tom handles six himself.  

 

He used to take Monday and Tuesdays off.  Now he is down to one day a week off.  On 

Wednesday he would hold forth at the Hangar Bar in the Chesterfield Valley.  When the 
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owner closed abruptly closed he moved the Wednesday game to Sybergs on 

Chesterfield Airport Road starting at 8 o’clock.     

 

On Tuesdays he was in the bar at the Mellow Mushroom in Sunset Hills.He never got a 

big turn out there.  Six teams of four or five players per teams was a big night.  Some 

nights it was just two teams. The last match at the Mushroom was a week before 

Christmas.  However Tom is now at Satchmo’s on Olive at 141 in Chesterfield.  His first 

night there on January 23. He had a good turnout.  Our team, Quatros Stupdios, was 

there.  The food was very good and there was a nice crowd.  

 

  
 

Tom’s toughest night is Thursday’s when he is at Fuzzy’s in Webster Groves on Watson 

Road.  He normally draws over 100 players answering questions eating cheap tacos 

and drinking cheap beer and soda.  
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HOLIDAY ARRESTS:  The 30-years I worked in law enforcement Christmas time was 

always interesting. Retail thefts were high because the stores were often so crowded 

that thieves thought they would not be seen by store detectives.  Also drug addicts had 

to steal extra right before Christmas, because even drug dealers took Christmas off, so 

the addicts needed to steal more so they could buy more dope to get through the 

Christmas Eve and Christmas Day.  When I was the assistant police chief in Chevy 

Chase, Maryland I would have officers park police cars not being used at the main 

entrances to the Saks Fifth Avenue just trying to keep the shoplifters away.  

 

Christmas Day was usually very slow, but when you got calls they were usually 

interesting because they often involved alcohol and relatives.   

 

New Year’s Eve and St. Patrick’s Day were considered the biggest DWI nights of the 

year.  Now it is Thanksgiving Eve. 

 

Still as a reminder of my days as a cop I have been asking for lists of the arrests over 

the Christmas/New Year’s holidays.  This year it was a little disappointing, especially in 

Town and Country.  Here are the holiday arrests: 

 

TOWN AND COUNTRY:  This was amazing.  There were only four arrests in Town and 

Country between December 23 and January 2.  None were retail theft cases.  All were 

DWIs.  
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CHESTERFIELD:   We will be tracking most of these cases and hope to have some  

dispositions by the end of the year. 

 

 Mary Flickinger                 DWI                                   12/22/17 

Demario Dunae                Traffic                                   12/22/17 

Larry Hill                               Traffic                            12/22/17 

Chase Morgan                   Steal U/ VMCSL                12/22/17               

Michael Kaestner             Stealing U                            12/23/17 

Jessica Banks                     Expired plate                     12/27/17 

Lameia Sykes                     No proof insur                   12/27/17 

Ami Meals                           Stealing U                            12/27/17 

Shameka Phillips              Stealing U                            12/27/17 

Chavell Davis                      Petty Larceny                    12/27/17 

Desean Pitts                       Stealing U                            12/27/17 

Patrick Corbett                  Stealing U/Trespass        12/27/17 

Daniel Brumley                 Stealing O                            12/28/17              State 

Sarah Kroninger                Petty Larceny                    12/28/17               

Mark Schneider                DWI/VMCSL/                     12/29/17              State 

Lyric Mitchell                      Assault 12/30/17`             12/30/17 

John Kamarin                     Violation Order of Protection     1/1/18 

Cydney McPherson        Stealing U                            1/1/18 

Baron Turner                     Speeding                             1/2/18 

Trenton Schumacher      Traffic                                   1/2/18 

Kellie O’neal                       Petty larceny/property damage                1/2/18       

 

CHESTERFIELD POLICE OFFICERS RUNNING FACE BOOK PAGE ARE NOT 

FOLLOWING BASIC RULES. CHESTRFIELD OFFICIALS LIKE TO CLAIM HOW 

THEY ARE TRANSPARENT, BUT OFTEN THEY ARE NOT:  There was a period of 

time I would get upset when the Chesterfield PD would have a story in the Post-Disatch 

or more likely on one of the TV stations.  I would complain that this website and weekly 

newsletter should be added to the Chesterfield PD media notification list.  
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I was then told there was no list other than the Police Blotter.  I was further told by 

several command officers to check the Chesterfield facebook page.  I found that was 

usually filled with self-serving PR items, but once in a while there was a news item. 

Here is one that was far more self-serving than news. 
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They did not include the date, time or location of the crash. 

 

I wrote to the Chesterfield Police requesting the basic information not provided on the 

facebook post, which was who, what, where, when, why and how.  Four days after the 

crash I was told the report had not been approved yet. I was given none of the info.  

 

The Missouri Highway Patrol lists all crashes they work on the same day they occur. 

They list the location, date and time of the crash, the driver and passengers of the cars, 

if they were wearing seatbelts, what kind of cars were involved and usually the cause of 

the crash.  If there was a fatal crash the online crash information also includes who 

died, who pronounced them dead, who transported the body and where it went plus 

what other police agencies assisted at the scene.  

 

Chesterfield likes to claim they are transparent.  Clearly they are not.  They post items 

online, but refuse to provide the basic details within 24-hours which a 1,000 officer 

agency like the Highway Patrol has been doing for years. .    

 

 

RESTAURANT REVIEW:  THE TAVERN   Dougherty Ferry and Big Bend.  I broke one 

rules on this trip.  I went to an expensive restaurant for dinner and not lunch.  But lunch 

would have been impossible since they only serve dinner. We went with a couple who 

live a few doors from us on a Sunday night for dinner.  
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For dinner on a Sunday night I was surprised how crowded the place was.  It was good 

our neighbor made a reservation.  

 

Our waiter Aaron was excellent.  Despite fairly high prices and everything being ala 

carte we were looking forward to some good eating.  We apparently only hit 25% of that 

goal.      

 

I got the Oak Plank that featured very small servings of pork tenderloin, one short rib, 

porcini filet and two chicken parmesan bits ($36).  

 

 
 

When the meal arrived other than the pork, everything was covered in a sauce.  The 

problem was it took away or disguised the flavor of the meat.   The short rib meat was 

not tender and should have come with a spool of dental floss.  The pork was similar as it 

was not tender.  The beef filet was the best of the four once I got all of the sauce 

scraped off.  As for the chicken, I would have rather had a chicken strip (chicken critter) 

from Texas Roadhouse.  The management apparently feels the chef and his staff do not 

need any help with seasoning.  There was no salt or pepper on the table. 

 

I also had a side of potatoes.  When they arrived in a charming silver dish with handles, 

they looked delicious.  Unfortunately they were cool and tasted like they had been 

sitting around for some time.  I’m a fat guy and I’m usually a member of the clean plate 

club.  I wasn’t on this night with either the main course or the sides. 
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Here is the email one of my neighbors sent about his meal: 

 

I had the poached pear salad (good) ($9) followed by the "cast iron florentine with tiger 

shrimp."  The latter was too salty and was overcooked, except for the medium-sized shrimp, 

which were not overcooked. Being a Sunday evening, I have to wonder whether they had their 

A Team in the kitchen. I hope not.  

 

Here are my wife’s comments: 

 

 I did enjoy my drink...a rye Manhattan.  I was expecting better for those prices. Seemed like the 

Lobster Bisque for $12 had one small piece of lobster and was cool in temp. In a 1/2 full 

smallish copper vessel. They did take it off the bill. Also the spinach salad ($8) was greasy. It 

seemed like both were from the bottom of the pots/barrel. 

 

   
 
The one order that resulted in no complaints was the pan fried pork chop ($27).  It was 

so big that it was clearly a “eat half and take half home” item.  
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If you happen to be asked to meet a friend at the Tavern the hamburger is only $12.  It 

might be the way to go.  

 

 

OUR FAVORITE OBIT PHOTOS:  Photos in death that celebrate life and take me back 

50, 60 and 75 years.  

 

   
The photo of Annabelle Wilson puts in  

mind of a 1940 Myrna Loy 
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CARTOONS 
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I got this from a reader in Ireland, who gotit from a friend in Australia.  


